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ABSTRACT 
The perception of CV syllables exhibits a trading relationship between voice onset time 
(VOT) of a consonant and duration of a vowel. Percepts of [ba] and [wa] can, for example, 
depend on the durations of the consonant and vowel segments, with an increase in the 
duration of the subsequent vowel switching the percept of the preceding consonant from [w] 
to [b]. A neural model, called PHONET, is proposed to account for these findings. In the 
model, C and V inputs are filtered by parallel auditory streams that respond preferentially 
to transient and sustained properties of the acoustic signal, as in vision. These streams are 
represented by working memories that adjust their processing rates to cope with variable 
acoustic input rates. More rapid transient inputs can cause greater activation of the transient 
stream which, in turn, can automatically gain control the processing rate in the sustained 
stream. An invariant percept obtains when the relative activations of C and V representations 
in the two streams remain uncha.nged. The trading relation may be simulated as a result 
of how different experimental manipulations affect this ratio. It is suggested that the brain 
can use duration of a subsequent vowel to make the [b]/[w] distinction because the speech 
code is a resonant event that emerges between working mernory activation patterns and the 
nodes that categorize them. 
Key words : speech perception, CV syllable, working memory, VOT, vowel duration, neural 
network. 
1. Introduction 
Variations in the rhythm and tempo of speech are a natural part of human communi-
cation. Our everyday experience provides examples of the influence of timing on meaning, 
e.g. dessert vs. desert, and topic vs. top pick. 'I'hese are examples of moment-by-moment or 
local changes in speech rate that signal distinctions in meaning. We are also able to interpret 
the speaker's meaning even with variation of the long-term or global speech rate. Speech 
understanding remains inva.ria.nt even while the duration of all speech sounds scales with 
the duration of a. phrase or larger speech frame, although speech sounds do not necessarily 
uniformly scale in time (see Miller, 1981). 
Speech tempo is a. reflection of the durations of acoustic segments which are character-
ized by their distribution of energy across frequency; i.e., their spectra.! patterns. Acoustic 
segm.ents can be grossly described as intervals of either rapidly changing frequency content 
or of quasi-static frequency content, and they have spectral features that are highly corre-
lated to consonant and vowel productions, respectively. Psychoacoustic evidence, described 
below, indicates that our auditory system distinguishes these two types of segments and is 
sensitive to their durations. 
Listeners hear the speaker's acoustic signal not as the squawks, buz2ing, and noise it 
would a.ppea.r to be in speech spectrograms, but as sequences of linguistically distinctive 
sounds or phones. Recognition of phones in the acoustic signal is referred to a.s phonetic 
perception. However, the acoustic segments described above do not necessarily correspond 
directly to phonetic percepts. For example, most consonants cannot be perceived pho-
netically independent of a vowel context. 'I'he vowel sound which precedes or follows the 
production of the consonant is perceived as a vowel, while a.t the same time contributing to 
the percept of the consonant. 
In a.cldition, the artieulatory maneuvers associated with phones are often distributed in 
time, and interleaved with the articulations of past or future speech sounds, a. phenomenon 
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called coarticulation. The acoustic consequences of these coarticulated gestures are similarly 
distributed and interleaved in time, making it necessary to integrate or group speech sounds 
across time to derive unified phonetic percepts. 
Grouping of acoustic features operates on the local time scale of acoustic segments (10-
100 msec) and is sensitive to temporal information intrinsic to the segments; i.e., segment 
durations (Repp, 1978; Miller, 1987). The acoustic features which are grouped are repre-
sented by spatial patterns of activation over tonotopically organized fields in the auditory 
system. Grouping implies a compression of these broadly distributed spatial patterns into 
a more narrowly focussed activation, or item representation, at a processing stage that sup-
ports context-sensitive phonetic percepts. 
Recognition of meaningful language units, such as words and phrases, requires auother 
stage of grouping that is sensitive to serially ordered lists of item representations that are 
stored in a working memory (Baddeley, 1986; Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992, 
1994; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg and Stone, 1986a). Lists of active item representations 
in working memory are compressed into activations of list chunks, or categories, at a later 
processing stage. Grouping of items into list chunks operates on the global tin1e scale of 
syllables(> 100 msec) and is sensitive to e.rtrinsic temporal information; e.g., global speech 
rate (Repp, 1978; Miller, 1987). 
The focus of this article concerns the process whereby phonetic percepts depend upon 
temporal information present in the local context. The research addresses, in particular, how 
current speech events can influence the percepts associated with prior speech events, as when 
an initial stop is discriminated according to the duration of the following vowel (Miller and 
Liberman, 1979). A neural model, called PHONET, is developed in which steady-state and 
time-varying components of the acoustic features interact in a. duration-dependent manner. 
Tbe model generates a. rate-biased activation pattern of item representations in working 
memory that is presumed to subserve recognition of phonetic identity. The activation pattern 
obeys an observed trading relation between the duration of consonants and following vowels. 
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2. Vowel Segment Durations Affect Consonant Percepts in CV Pairs 
Consider, as an example, the voice onset time, or VOT, a temporal cue used to distinguish 
[b] from [p] in the syllable initial position. VOT is the time interval between releasing pressure 
from the lips and beginning voicing. Typically, [p] has a long VOT relative to [b], but the 
VOT boundary between [p] and [b] is reported to vary with the duration of the syllable 
(e.g. Miller and Dexter, 1988). Given two presentations of consonant-vowel (CV) syllables 
with the same, mid-range VOT, but different total durations, subjects were reported more 
likely to hear the initial consonant as [b] if the syllable is long, and as [p] if the syllable 
is short. Correspondence between the percept of the consonant and the syllable duration 
suggests that the ratio of VOT to syllable length determines the perception of voicing. This 
judgment appears to be made after presentation of the initial phonetic segment, since the 
outcome depends on later occurring temporal information. 
Not only syllable duration, but the duration of specific acoustic segments and even 
the silent gaps between them can affect phonetic percepts. For example, wide-band noise 
separated from a. preceding vowel by a silent gap can produce either unvoiced fricative [I] 
( "sh") or affricate [t f] ( "ch") percepts depending on the durations of noise and silence (Repp, 
Liberman, Eccardt and Pestsky, 1978; Dorman, Raphael and Liberman, 1979). For a given 
noise duration, the affricate is more likely as silence increases. The boundary shifts with 
noise duration: the shorter the noise, the shorter the silence needed to convert fricative to 
affricate, reminiscent of the time scaling in the VOT judgment. 
3. [ba]/[wa] Discriminated by Vowel Duration 
An experiment by Miller and Liberman (1979) studied the effect of syllable duration 
on the percept of an initial consonant. Subjects were presented with artificially generated 
consonant-vowel (CV) syllables that were perceived either as [ba] or or [wa], depending on 
the durations of the consonant and vowel segments. The variations of duration in these 
segments mimic short-term speaking rate variations found in natural, continuous speech. 
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The Miller and Liberman (1979) results suggest that the phonetic percept of the listener is 
influenced on a short-time scale by later occurring speaking rate information, namely the 
vowel duration. 
Figure 1 
The speech stimuli used by Miller and Liberman (1979) had the stereotyped spectral 
patterns depicted in Figure 1A. The formant transitions increased linearly from fixed starting 
frequencies, ending at the corresponding vowel formant frequencies. T'o create a. set of stinmli, 
the total syllable duration would be fixed, and the transition duration varied in increments 
of 4 msec. The findings of the study, summarized in Figure lB, indicate a. backwards-in-
time effect, in that the following vowel influences the percept of the preceding consonant, as 
reflected in the subjects' probability of responding "b." 'I' he rightward shift of the boundaries 
with syllable duration implies that, keeping transition duration ftxed, the probability of [b] 
increases with vowel duration. On the other hand, the percept may remain unchanged 
(probabilistically) with longer transition intervals if the following vowel durations are also 
longer by appropriate amounts. 'I'he transition and vowel durations thus exhibit a. trading 
relationship for a.n equivalent percept. Pisoni, Carrell, and Gans (198:1) replicated all the 
tradeoff results of Miller and Liberm.a.n (1979) using non-speech analogues. They used four 
or five sinusoid tones, each of which represented the middle frequency of one formant. Each 
sinusoid tone was crafted to follow the frequency contour of the formant, including its onset 
transient, steady state, and offset transient. Pisoni el al. concluded that the tradeoff results 
are not peculiar to speech perception, but may reflect more general principles of auditory 
categorization. The present research is aimed at better understanding these principles. 
The research here began with an analysis of the Miller ;md Liberman (1979) data. to 
determine the nature of the trading relation. 'I' he first step was to interpolate phonetic 
decision boundary contours. 'J'hese curves relate the transition and the vowel intervals that 
produce an equivalent percept, and were produced in the following manner. Three fixed 
"b" response probabilities were selected at 75%, 50% and 25%, which are referred to as 
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decision criteria or thresholds. For each syllable duration used in the experiments there 
is a psychometric curve (Figure lB), and for each curve a linear interpolation was made 
between the consecutive pair of points on the curve that straddled the desired decision 
threshold to obtain the corresponding transition duration. With syllable duration fixed for 
each psychometric curve, the vowel duration is just the time interval remaining after the 
interpolated transition duration. The locus of interpolated pairs which produce the same 
probability of [b] is referred to as the perceptua.l contour at that probability level. These 
curves are shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 
The following discussion develops a model of phonetic processing on short-time scales 
that can account for these perceptual contours. This model describes neural processes that 
are separately sensitive to the rapidly changing (or transient) and quasi-static (or sustained) 
components of speech signals. While the neural responses vary with temporal changes in 
these components, the percept derived frorn these responses remains unchanged if the tem-
poral changes obey the empirical trading relation. 
4. PHONET Model: Sustained and 'fransient Processing Streams 
Speech contains acoustical en orgy that oxbibits both time-varying and steady-state prop-
erties. For example, the CV stinmli used by Miller and Liberman (1979) contain energy 
concentrated in narrow regions a.cross frequency space as formants, which are initially in 
motion and then attain a stable position. The brain can represent these acoustical features 
as time-varying spatial patterns of neural activity. The representation begins with the sen-
sory tissue that transduces acoustical signals into neural activity and maps frequency into 
the spatial dimension along the auditory nerve fiber array. The rnapping is referred to as a 
tonotopy, and it is preserved from the organ of Corti in the inner ear through the brain stem 
and on up to auditory cortex (Irving, 1986; Pickles, 1988). 
A similar configuration is found in vision, where regions of luminous energy projected 
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on the surface of the retina are mapped into spatial patterns of neural activity across the 
surface of primary visual cortex. Movement of features in the visual scene is detected early 
on, at the retina, and the motion information is transferred separately from, but in parallel 
with, the spatially static information on up through the brain stem to motion-related areas 
of visual cortex (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1988). 
There are hints that the auditory system also is separately sensitive to motion in the 
"auditory scene." Some regions of cells in the cochlear nucleus of the brain stem of rats and 
cats respond primarily to onsets of acoustical energy in a. particular frequency band (Pickles, 
1988). In principle, these cells could signal onsets of vocal pitch pulses or passage of a. 
formant peak through their region of frequency selectivity. In addition, cells were discovered 
in rat cochlear nucleus that did not respond significantly to tones, but did respond when the 
stimulus frequency was ramped up and down at a particular rate (M0ller, 1983). The tuning 
to ramp rate was broad. Properties of the eighth nerve exernplify the ability of the auditory 
system to selectively process sustained vowel-like sounds (Delgutte a.nd Kiang, l984a, 1984b; 
Sachs and Young, 1979; Young and Sad1s, 1979). 
Such observations motivated development of tbe following model of the perceptual trad-
ing relationship between formant transition rate and vowel duration. An initial hypothesis is 
that the auditory system branches into parallel streams that preferentially process transient 
and sustained features of the acoustic signal. Cohen and Grossberg (1993) developed this 
hypothesis into a neural model whose transient and sustained detectors begin to disentangle 
coarticulated consonants and vowels. Building upon this work, the present model assumes 
that there are neurons responsive to changes of auditory nerve fiber activity within a local-
ized region of the nerve fiber array, corresponding to some narrow frequency band. These 
model neurons, which play tbe role of transient detectors, respond to the time rate of change 
in their inputs. They are sensitive to onsets, bursts and formant transitions with spectral 
energy in their receptive field. 
There are complementary model neurons, the sustained detectors, that are responsive 
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to the level of stationary or steady-state activity on the auditory nerve within a localized 
region. These are sensitive to vowels and nasals with spectral energy in their receptive 
field. The transient and sustained channels are assumed to perform temporal and spatial 
integration of the respective type of detector signals that arise within the channel's receptive 
field. Averaging for the transient channel produces a. response that is sensitive to the rate 
of change of spectral features within the channel's frequency range. A vera.ging the sustained 
channel produces a. response sensitive only to slowly moving or stable spectral features within 
the channel's input space. 
The responses of these model transient and sustained channels form spatial patterns of 
activation that serve as a basis for early stages of feature-based, phonemic classification or 
categorization. The relative activations of the sustained and transient channels are assumed 
to be mapped by adaptive pattern learning into phonetic categories via a competitive learning 
or self-organizing feature map network (Cohen and Grossberg, 1986, 1987; Grossberg, 1976, 
1978, 1982, 1986; Grossberg and Stone, 1986b; Kohonen, 1984; Rumelhart and Zipser, 1985). 
By such pattern learning, categories encode the ratios of input node activations; that is, 
categories are associated with the direction of the input vector, independent of its magnitude. 
Accordingly, Grossberg (1978, 1986) proposed that phonetic category percepts are associated 
with the direction of the input vector, and initiated the analysis of how this ratio could be 
preserved over variable speaking rates. 'I'be model proposed here similarly assumes that 
phonetic categories are associated with the ratio of sustained to transient channel responses, 
which will be called the S/T ratio. Subjects' probabilistic discriminations are proposed to 
be dependent on a value directly proportional to this internal state variable. In the case of 
the Miller and Liberman (1979) experiment, two CV stimuli that in the model generate the 
same S/T ratios predict the same probability of a. [b] percept. 
The Miller and Liberman (1979) experiment shows that the subject can be given two 
stimuli with identical initial formant transitions and will discriminate the stimuli based on 
the duration of the following vowel. In the context of the model, we would observe identical 
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transient channel responses, but differing sustained channel responses, and discriminate on 
that basis. The ratio of these responses in one of the formant frequency bands will therefore 
differ for the two stimuli. However, when the vowel and formant transition durations of the 
two stimuli can be plotted along the same perceptual contour (Figure 2), the same phonetic 
percept is obtained (within the error of the interpolation method). Although these two 
stimuli would produce two different sets of sustained and transient channel responses, the 
model must ensure that the S /T ratio remains invariant. 
The in variance of the S /T ratio along a trading relation suggests that there is a.n interac-
tion between the sustained a.nd transient channels. To see how the channels should interact, 
consider the responses to a. CV stimulus a.s the syllable duration is shortened while obeying 
a. given trading relation. Under the hypothesis of transient a.nd sustained signal detectors, 
the transient a.nd sustained channel responses behave inversely. The transient channel sees a 
faster formant transition and generates a. greater response, while the sustained channel sees 
a shorter vowel, has less time to integrate and so generates a smaller response. 'I'he ratio of 
these responses then changes even while the percept is predicted to be invariant. If, however, 
the transient response were to modulate or gate the input to the sustained channel, then 
the faster transitions would boost the incoming vowel signal, causing the sustained response 
to grow faster. In addition, or as an alternative, the transient response 1nay modulate the 
sustained channel rate of growth. A schematic diagra.rn of the model architecture outlined 
above is given by Figure :l. 
Figure :l 
4.1 Transient Channel 
The two-process model described above can be implemented with two simple differential 
equations. The transient channel activation rate, x, is given by 
~~ =H(w)(-Ax+w), 
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(1) 
with 
n 
w = I;!Ji· (2) 
Inputs Ji are assumed to be unity while energy is present in a narrow frequency band centered 
at frequency k The artificial stimuli used in the Miller-Liberman paradigm did not vary the 
intensity of the formants during the vowel; however, the Ii of the model allow for variations in 
formant energy present in natural speech. In modeling the Miller and Liberman (1979) data, 
assume that the frequency range !J to fn pooled by w spans a region near the steady-state 
portions of formants l] or F2 (Figure lA). 'I' hen x can be assumed to capture information 
about at least one of the experimentally varied formant transitions, a.nd gate an associated 
sustained channel which is responsive to at least one of the corresponding vowel formants. 
Local transient detector responses Ji at j; vary inversely with the length of time, k, 
that the input energy is present in the narrow band at k The responses are normalized, 
so that 1/k is the instantaneous response of any J; which is activated for interval k. With 
these conditions, and with n channels activated by the formant transitions, the input to 
the transient response channel is w = n/ k throughout the duration of the transition. The 
Hea.viside function H( w) is unity for w > 0 and zero otherwise. Consequently, the x variable 
changes only with changes in the position of spectral peaks. The transient channel st;ores 
whatever value it ha.s achieved following the formant transition interval For simplicity, 
storage in equation (1) is assumed to be perfect until a new transient occurs. In general, it 
could be leaky. 
The transient channel is assumed to respond quickly to its inputs. If the channel inte-
grated slowly, it would lose sensitivity to the rate of change (slope) of the formant transition. 
For example, slower transitions would allow more integration tirne, but simultaneously the 
input signals being integrated would be proportionately smaller. At equilibrium, the tra.n-
sient response x in ( 1) has the value w /A. To make the channel fast so that x reflects the 
slope of formant transitions, we choose A large compared to the integration period c. In 
the units of seconds, 1 ::> c > 0, so with A set equal to unity, x rapidly follows the transient 
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input w during formant transitions. The time constants are on the order of magnitude of 
.005--.010 sec. These constants are consistent with neural integration rates (Kewley-Port, 
Pisoni, and Studdert-Kennedy, 1983; Nearey, 1990). 
We can relate w to the slope of the formant transition, r, called the transition rate. The 
slope of a formant transition is defined as the change in formant frequency, 6.Fj, divided 
by the duration, D. Given the similar formant structure across stimuli in this experiment, 
we need consider only one formant. The contribution of other formants to the transient 
input merely scales x, and as we shall see, the S/T ratio is explicitly independent of this 
scale factor. During the formant transition, ea.ch of the n channels receiving inputs Ii are 
activated sequentially for k msecjcha.nnel, so D = nk. Choosing an arbitrary frequency 
resolution p of the channels, in units of Hz/ channel, gives a change in frequency 6.Fj = np, 
so the transition rate r = ~ = tW I-Iz/msec. Since w '=' Ax if the integration ra.te A is 
large, then transient input w equals the formant transition rate r up to a fixed factor. For 
definiteness, let p = njA. Then the transient response x equals the tnwsition ra.te r. 
Reviewing the Miller and Liberman (1979) data with reference to the transient channel 
provides a useful empirical relation. The experirnental paradigm used a. set of transition 
durations which always completed a. fixed frequency transition. Consequently, the formant 
transitions va.ry among trials only in their slope, or transition rate. If transition rates for 
F1 are plotted a.ga.inst the vowel durations that produce an equivalent percept; namely, an 
equally probable "h" response, then we obtain new contours of constant percept, as shown 
in Figure 4. 
Figure 4 
These contoms indicate the tra.de-off between transition ra.te, r-, and vowel duration, v, 
that produces an equivalent [ba.] percept. They were found to be adequately represented by 
the following two-exponential function: 
(il) 
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The exponent b2 is typically small, and the slowly varying exponential term can be adequately 
approximated by a fixed constant, so that 
(4) 
This empirical relation is utilized below to express the interaction between the sustained and 
transient channels. 
4.2 Sustained Channel 
The sustained channel receives a signal s which is the sum of inputs from sustained 
detectors. The spatia.! extent of the sustained inputs is assumed to roughly equal that of w. 
Signa.! s is modulated by the transient response as discussed above. Suppose, in particular, 
that sis multiplied by a function, h(x), of the transient response called the transient signal 
function. The sustained channel may also be gain-controlled by the transient channel through 
a gain function, g(x). Then the sustained channel activation rate, y, is given by 
!~ = ll(s)g(x)[--By + h(x)s], (5) 
Our strategy for quantitatively fitting the Miller and Liberman (1979) data is to analyze 
the conditions under which a. constant S/'I' ratio obtains, given simple, neurophysiologically 
plausible choices of the gain function g(x) and the transient signal funcl.ion h(x) in (5) that 
gate the response of the sustained channel to its inputs. The rna.in result is tha.t a.n adequate 
fit ca.n be achieved even using a. constant ga.in function g(x) and a linear transient signal 
function h(x). Nonlinear signal functions, which are ubiquitous in the nervous system, could 
achieve even better fits, but our goa.! in this article is to establish a. proof-of-principle for the 
concept of transient modulation of sustained processing ra.te. 
4.3 'l'ransient Signal Function 
This conclusion can be established a.s follows. The two equations (1) a.ncl (5) can be 
solved explicitly for the S/T ratio, r = yjx, in terms of the stimulus variables r a.ncl v, at 
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the time the syllable ends. First note that x does not change after the transition interval, 
when the vowel begins, and y only integrates over the vowel interval. In the simplest version 
of the model, the gain function g(x) is chosen constant. Also let the sustained input, s, be a 
constant equal to unity during the vowel. Then at vowel offset, the response ratio is found 
by integration of (1) and (5) to be 
I '( )_y_h(x)(.l -Bv) x,v ----8 .. -e . X . X (6) 
The form of h(x) may be determined by the condition that r is to be constant along per-
ceptual contours, since the response ratio is proportional to the decision threshold, which 
defines the subject's response probability. By (6), this condition requires the transient signal 
function h(:c) be proportional to x, and inversely proportional to (1- e-Bv) along a contour. 
The variable vowel duration, v, can be eliminated from this expression for h(x) by using 
( 4). Solving for the exponential term, we obtain from ( 4) that 
r. r· B e -JJ v "" ( ----=-2. ) 7T . 
rl 
(7) 
Recall from Section 4.1 that the transient response x is directly proportional to r, through 
the assmnption of a fast integrator, and in fact that r = x: with appropriate scaling. Tben 
(6) is constant along a. contour if 
x-r n h(x) rx x/[1- (T)JT]. (8) 
Can we approximate h( 1:) by a physiologically simple signal function? !<'unction h( x) is 
plotted against transition rate, for r· > r0, in Figure 5. 'I'he function increases approximately 
linearly with rate at all but high values of x, namely when r0 < .T «: r0 + r 1 . This feature is 
exploited later to model the data with a linear approximation to the signal function. 
Figure 5 
The absolute value of response ratio (6) is arbitrary, so we may normalizer when sub-
stituting (8) for h(x) by using Bas the proportionality constant, giving 
. a;- To B h(x) = Bxj[J- ( r] )JT]. (9) 
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By (6) and (9), the response ratio as a function of the stimulus variables r and vis 
l- e-Bv 
I'(r,v)= 13 • (10) I - ( T-_lj]_)lf 
·- T1 
By construction, the transient signal function h(x) in (9) incorporates the one-exponential 
model of the rate-vowel trade-off curves ( 4). Consequently, we obtain the desired result 
that the response ratio (10) is guaranteed to be constant for points along a. given rate-vowel 
contour, within the accuracy of the one-exponential model. The ratio increases as either v 
or r increases (r < r0 + rJ), corresponding to the increase of the decision criterion; that is, 
the probability of [b] percept. Under the model hypothesis, the [b] probability is a. monotone 
function of the response ratio, so the contours described by the locus of constant ratio in (10) 
may be said to describe a. decision surface which partitions the space between [ba.] and [wa.]. 
T'his surface is shown graphically in Figure 6. Finally, we can solve (10) for r as a. function 
of the vowel duration v, for a. given perceptual boundary with I' equal to some constant r 0 . 
Then 
(11) 
Equation (11) provides a. relation that enables the output of the nJodel to be compared to 
decision boundary da.ta. 
Figure 6 
5. Modeling the Miller and Liberman (1979) Data 
'I'he rate expression (11) was fit with a. Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear regression pro-
cedure (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky and Vetterling, 1988) to the interpolated rate-duration 
boundary data. (Figure 4) to determine the parameters (3, r0, r1 , and B such that I'o alone 
could adjust the fit to each perceptual boundary. Figure 7 A shows the fit of the data. to 
(11). The data. for one boundary contour was selected for modeling with all parameters free, 
using a best initial guess of the parameters. This was repeated for the other two contours, 
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and the results for the parameters ro, r 1, f] and B were averaged. The curves were then fit 
varying only r 0. 
Using the above parameters in (9), a linear approximation h(x) = mx + b, can be made 
with a least-squares regression fit to a set of points generated by (9), excluding the region of 
high transition rates (see Figure 713). 'I'he linear expression is then substituted into (6), and 
as before, solved for transition rate as a function of vowel duration by using the fact that 
x = r. Then 
(12) 
where B is as before, C: = b/m, and D = Bl'0 jm -1. The parameters Band C: remain fixed 
in moving from one decision threshold curve to another. Here, the measure of the model's 
"percept" is reflected in D alone, since only that parameter contains I'0, the value of the 
ratio that remains constant along a. given perceptual boundary contour. 
Figure 7 
To review, a nonlinear regression ftt is made to the data. using (11), which gives values 
for the parameters r-0, r-1 , B, a.nd (3. These values a.re used in (9), to which is made the 
linear approximation that provides the new parameter B. With B and C detennined, (12) 
is fit to the rate-vowel data varying only t.he parameter D, the value of which reflects the 
response of the model a.t different decision thresholds. These fits a.re shown in Figure 8. 
Varying only the decision threshold parameter, D, the model best accounts for CV syllables 
whose total duration is approximately 100 ·· 200 msec. For shorter syllables (faster transition 
rates), the linear approximation of the signal function becornes invalid ( cf. Figure 7B). The 
divergence for longer syllables is due to the use of a. one-exponential form of the empirical 
trading relation (4), rather than a two-exponential form, in deriving the signal function. 
Figure 8 
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6. Discussion: How the Brain Makes use of Ratio Information using Resonant 
Dynamics 
The PHONET model shows how generic neural elements responsive to sustained and 
transient features can be combined to discriminate segments phonetically, with sensitivity 
to intrinsic temporal information. The model provides an estimate of the trading relation 
between transition slope and vowel duration in CV syllables, and generates an approximation 
of the perceptual contours at arbitrary decision thresholds within the 25%--75% probability 
region, i.e. where the subject's percept is most ambiguous. 
The transient signal function h(x) describes a simple interaction between the proposed 
transient and sustained processes. This function modulates or gates the input of the sus-
tained channel, and, for all but very rapid transitions, the gating signal is approximately 
linearly related to the transient response to the prior consonant. 
Temporal variation is clearly not the only information used by the perceptual system in 
distinguishing syllable initial stop consonants. It was noted by Blurnstein (1986) that the 
Miller and Liberman (1979) stimuli were devoid of bursts and changes of the initial, final 
and steady-state formant frequencies which are present in natural stimuli and could provide 
cues to the [b]/[w] distinction. Her psychometric data supported the argument that the 
durational effects of Miller and Libenmm (1979) are not exhibited when these natural cues 
are present. Nevertheless, the perceptual system eviden1Jy doeR have the cap<tcity to use of 
durational information when other cues are aboent. 
The model operates at a. pre-categorical stage, where auditory features such as transients 
and formants are represented, and its S/T ratio varies continuously with the duration of 
input segments. Categorization based on analog values is consistent with data on within-
category discriminations of speech tokens (Miller and Volaitis, 1989; Volaitis and Miller, 
1992). Subjects' ratings of the quality of [pi] tokens as exemplars of the stop consonant 
exhibit smooth, unimodal distributions with VOT. Both the mean and the variance of the 
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distributions vary with syllable duration. Most recently, Wayland, Miller and Volaitis (1994) 
reported that varying sentence-level (global) speech rate also shifts the means of the within-
category distribution functions, but it does not produce a change in the variance. 
Further argument is needed to understand how the brain can defer its classiftca.tion 
of information, such as the [b]/[w] distinction, until it processes later information, such 
as the duration of a. subsequent vowel. One needs also to analyze how this more slowly 
varying classification process achieves its sensitivity to the S/T ratio. Grossberg (1978, 
1986) proposed, as noted in Section 4, that the S/T ratio is represented as a spatial pattern 
of activation across a. working memory, a.nd that this pattern is categorized by a. competitive 
learning or self-organizing feature map network. In brief, the activation pattern generates 
output signals that a.re processed by a.n adaptive ftlter. 'I'he ftlter generates inputs to a. second 
level of nodes, or cell populations, that categorize the patterns that are active in working 
memory. A ca.tegory node is chosen by latera.] inhibitory, or competitive, interactions that 
occur among the category nodes. Only the node, or nodes, that receive the largest input, 
or close to largest inputs, from the adaptive ftlter win the competition. Adaptive weights, 
or long term memory traces, in the filter pathways undergo learning only if they input to 
a winning node. Learning is designed to encode the ratio of activations across the working 
memory nodes. This is how category nodes in the model become sensitive to the S /'I' ratio. 
Why does this classiftca.tion process take so long that the duration of a. vowel can influence 
the percept of the preceding consonant? Why isn't the consonant a.lrea.dy classified before 
the vowel is fully presented? Grossberg (1978, 1986) proposed that the perceptual event 
is not bottom-up activation of a. category node per se. Rather, when a. category node is 
activated, it releases learned top-down signals to the working mernory. 'I'hese top-down 
signals represent a prototype of the chosen category. The prototype is matched against the 
working memory pattern, and can hereby reorganize it by generating a. focus of attention 
that selects the feature pattern that is expected by the prototype from the total activation 
pattern. 
lG 
As this matching process takes hold, it reactivates consistent category nodes via the 
bottom-up filter. The amplified category nodes, in turn, reinforce their top-down prototype 
signals. This bottom-up and top-down exchange of amplified matching signals generates 
a. resonant state within the system. The resonant state, evolves on a. slower time scale 
than bottom-up activation. The resonant sta.te, rather than boUonH!p activation per se, 
is assumed to subservc the conscious speech percept. The resonant state is a.lso assumed 
to trigger a.ny new learning of categories in the bottom-up fi.lter and of prototypes in the 
top-down expectation. Hence this resonant event has been called a.n adaptive resonance, and 
the larger theory of which it is a. part has been called Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART 
(Carpenter a.nd Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, 1980). 
Within ART, the brain's sensitivity to the S/T ra.tio is ascribed to the fact tha.t the 
resonance ta.kes hold slowly enough that the duration of the vowel has a. chance to influ-
ence the final CV percept. Carpenter and Grossberg (1993), Cohen, Grossberg, and Stork 
(1988), Grossberg (1986), Grossberg, Boardman, and Cohen (1994), and Grossberg a.nd 
Stone (1986b) have used ART mechanisms to explain a. variety of other data about speech 
and language perception and production. Of particular relevance to the present work are 
recent simulation results within this model framework of data concerning how the brain 
compensates, not just for the local speech rate variations analyzed here, but also for global 
speech rate variations tha.t take hold on the time scale of an entire utterance (Boardman, 
Cohen, a.nd Grossberg, 1993; Grossberg, Boa.rdma.n, and Cohen, 1994). 
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Appendix 
The error bars on the original data set, shown in Figure 113, were computed from the 
standard error of the mean for each curve, based on an assumption of a binomial decision 
process. We begin with the definition of variance, Var{x} = u2 = E{xr) -1"2. The expected 
value is E{xT) = L,;' x7J(xi), where f(x) is the probability density. If we assume uniform 
distribution, then f(xi) = 1/n for all i. Now each datum shown in Figure 113 represents the 
sample mean of subject responses to that stimulus condition (pairing of transition and vowel 
duration). There were n = 192 total presentations of each stimulus. Let the xi take on the 
values 1 or zero (subject replies /b/ or no /b/), so the expected value above just equals the 
sample mean. Also, the sum L,i' xr is just the probability p of /b/ times n. Then the variance 
is Var{x} = knp- p2 = p(1- p). The standard error of the mean, defined as Jvar{x}/N, 
then gives us the error in probability for the datum, u/vn = )p(l- p)j;{. There was an 
additional estimated 1% error reading the data from the original figure. 
The transition-vowel trade-off contours, shown in Figure 2, were based on linear interpo-
lations of the transition duration, T. For each of the three decision thresholds, interpolations 
were made between the two data points on each psychometric curve whose probability values 
straddled the desired decision threshold. 'l'hen the error in probability as deter.mined above 
was scaled by the slope of the line connecting the two points to obtain the approximate error 
in the transition duration. Given a fixed syllable duration, an interpolated vowel duration 
is obtained from the difference between the syllable duration and the interpolated transition 
duration, with error identical to that of the corresponding transition duration. Fractional 
error in transition rate (as in Figure 4) is identical to that of the corresponding transition 
duration. That may be seen by taking the logarithmic derivatives both sides of the definition 
of transition rate, r = l:,.F'/T, to obtain the fractional error ~-' =£/f. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of CV stimuli used by Miller and Liberman (1979), 
indicating formant frequencies for steady-state (vowel) and transition (consonant) segments. 
Segment durations were varied. (B) OrigiMI data of Miller and Liberman (1979), reproduced 
with permission from their Figure 3. Each curve describes the probability of [b] percept as 
a function of transition duration, indicated along the abscissa, for a fixed syllable duration, 
indicated below the curve. See Appendix for a. description of calculating the error bars. 
Figure 2. The perceptual contours showing the trading relation between vowel and tran-
sition duration for a. given probability of [b] percept. Data interpolated from Miller and 
Liberman (1979), Figure :J. See Appendix for a description of calculating the error bars. 
Figure 3. Formant transitions, such a.s the one depicted by the graph, sweep energy across 
an array of local channels. At each spatia.! location there is a pair of local detectors, one 
responsive to sustained input energy (circled dots) and the other to changes in energy (circled 
up-going anows ). The activations from the local sustained detectors across a broad region 
are pooled by sustained channels ("S"), and similarly, transient detector activations are 
pooled by transient channels ("T"). The transient channel response modulates the input to 
the sustained channel. 
Figure 4. Interpolated data. for transition rate, r, vs. vowel duration, v, plotted for three 
decision criteria.. The data are modeled (dotted curves) by two-exponential functions (listed 
above) using non-linear regression. 
Figure 5. Signal function h(r) ex r/[1- (';:;0-Jb] dependence on transition rater, r > r 0 
and exponent b. Parameters ro = 10.5, r1 = 22.5 (Hz/msec) are based on Jits to the data in 
Figure 4 using equation 1.3 with b = B/(3"' O.il. Va.lue of the function h(r) is in arbitrary 
units. 
Figure 6. The decision surface described by the sustained-transient response ratio defined 
24 
in (1.9), with To = 9.9, TJ = 18, B = -.012, and j3 = 0.04. Moving along the surface uphill 
corresponds to increasing [b) percept. Contours on the projection plane are qualitatively 
similar to the decision contours shown in Figure 4, a.nd a.re of the same family shown in 
Figure 7 below. 
Figure 7. (A) Decision boundaries generated by model using transition rate function (10). 
Parameters are shown a.t right. Only r0 wa.s varied to shift among the three decision criteria.. 
(B) A linear approximation to the low-rate region of the signa.! function used in (A). 
Figure 8. Decision boundaries generated by model of the interpolated data. (11 ), with 
parameters B a.nd C, based on a linear approximation to the signal function (Figure 713), 
and D varying as indicated. The three shortest-syllable data are shown for completion; they 
were excluded from the fitting procedure. 
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